FALL UNDERGRADUATE FORUM

November 22nd, 7 PM
Conrad Prebys Music Center: Recital Hall

Selections from French Suite No. 5.................................................J.S. Bach
Sherry Zheng, Harpsichord

Pieces Breves..........................................................Frank Martin
Siddhartha Krishnan, Guitar

Caro mio ben............................................................Tommaso Giordani
Amarilli mia bella.................................................Giulio Caccini
Jules Wang, Voice
Sophie Hao, Piano

Early Sentiments......................................................Edward Hamel
Matt LeVeque, Percussion

you inspire me, chris, even though you shouldn’t.......................Tino Tirado
Savanna Dunaway, Violin
Jackie Guy, Violin
Tino Tirado, Piano

THANK YOU TO: Jessica Flores (Productions Manager); Pablo Ochoa (Stage Manager); Jeremy Olson (Stage Setup); Sherry Zheng (Forum Organizer); Remi Ha (Photographer)